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Conductance and assembly of quasi-1D
coordination chain molecular junctions with
triazole derivatives†
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Incorporating transition metal atoms into metal–molecule–metal junctions presents opportunities for

exploring the electronic properties of coordination complexes, organometallics and metal–organic

materials on the single molecule level. Recent single molecule conductance studies have shown that

in situ incorporation of electrode metal atoms into coordination chains formed in the junction can occur

with deprotonated, negatively charged organic ligands, such as the imidazolate (Im−) anion. However, the

mechanism and chemical principles, such as the role of the charge state of the ligand, for the construc-

tion of such coordination chains are still debated. Here, we probe the role of the ligand charge state and

electronic structure in single-molecule conductance and formation of metal–molecule coordination

chains. We perform break junction measurements with triazole isomers, which can bridge junctions both

in their neutral and charged forms, and find that prior deprotonation of the ligands is not required for

coordination complex assembly, but can affect the molecular conductance and junction formation prob-

ability. Our results indicate that coordination chains can form with neutral ligands, as long as the electron

density in the frontier MOs is concentrated at the binding sites and along the direction of pulling, promot-

ing ligand binding and incorporation of gold atoms into the junction during elongation. Our findings may

provide insight into design principles for in situ assembled molecular wires with transition metal atoms

and open the door to electronic and spintronic studies of such materials.

Incorporating transition metal atoms into molecular junctions
has the potential to expand the scope of phenomena in nano-
scale devices due to increased spin and orbital degrees of
freedom.1,2 Prior studies suggest that metal atom-containing
junctions can serve as qubits,3–5 switches,6–9 spin valves,10–12

and other memory and spintronic devices.13–15 However, sig-
nificant challenges to incorporating molecules with metal
cores persist. We and others have recently shown that the
donor–acceptor intramolecular interactions that characterize
many inorganic coordination complexes are sometimes incom-
patible with the junction environment and lead to distortion
and disassembly of the ex situ synthesized complexes on elec-
trode surfaces.16–19

An alternative avenue towards assembly of the metal-atom
containing junctions is in situ organometallic or coordination
chain formation from organic precursors. We and others have
demonstrated that extraction of gold atoms from the electrode
and into the molecular wire can occur with certain ligands
during junction elongation.20–22 For example, our previous
study of imidazole (Im), depicted in Fig. 1a, shows that this
heterocyclic compound with two non-adjacent nitrogen atoms
(N1 and N3), once deprotonated to imidazolate (Im−), can
bridge source–drain nanogaps through dative interaction
between nitrogen and undercoordinated gold surface sites to
form molecular junctions.22–25 Upon further tip retraction,
longer chains composed of Im−–Au–Im− are generated, as
schematically illustrated in Fig. 1b. Other molecular systems,
including isocyano-terminated benzenes20 and the unpro-
tected terminal alkynes,21,26 exhibit similar behavior,
suggesting that this bottom-up strategy is a promising direc-
tion for achieving such functional metal-containing molecular
devices.

In most prior work, the precursor ligands are organic
anions, suggesting that charged species are required for
assembly to occur. For example, our published results showed
that the presence of the negative charge on the Im− molecule
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could strengthen the Au–N bond and allow for the disruption
of the gold electrode and the incorporation of gold atoms into
the junction.22 Yet the exact molecular mechanism of chain
formation remains unclear.27

Here, we examine the chemical requirements for the in situ
coordination chain assembly by studying the conductance and
junction formation with imidazole variants—triazoles. The
molecular structures of two triazole isomers, 1,2,4-triazole
(Tr124) and 1,2,3-triazole (Tr123), are shown in Fig. 1c. These
isomers and their derivatives are commonly used organic
ligands for applications requiring robust binding to transition
metals through the electron lone pairs on the nitrogens, such
as for the synthesis of coordination compounds with signifi-
cant spin-crossover properties,28,29 or as corrosion inhibitors
to passivate metal surfaces (e.g., copper and steel) in extreme
conditions.30,31 Here, we use them to bridge gold electrodes to
form molecular junctions. Both triazole scaffolds contain
three potential gold-binding sites—one pyrrole nitrogen
(–NH–) and two tertiary amines (vN–, pyridine-like nitrogen
atoms).22,32,33 When dissolved in water, each isomer exists as a
pair of tautomers accessed by intermolecular double-proton
transfer with low activation barriers,34–36 as indicated by tauto-
meric equilibriums shown in the schemes (Fig. 1c). The tauto-
meric isomerization of neutral molecules exposes two binding
groups either at adjacent (4H-Tr124 and 1H-Tr123) or non-

adjacent (1H-Tr124 and 2H-Tr123) positions. In basic con-
ditions, when the pyrrole nitrogen is deprotonated to form
triazolide anions (Tr124− and Tr123−), an additional nitrogen
anchor site to gold is exposed.

By measuring the conductance and 1D molecular chain
assembly with triazoles in different solvent environments, we
establish the transport characteristics of triazole-based mole-
cular junctions in the neutral and anionic states. Specifically,
our experimental results show that both triazole isomers in
the neutral state can form single-molecule junctions and
assemble into molecular chains, suggesting that ionic charge
is not essential for chain formation. Furthermore, deprotona-
tion facilitates electron transport and chain formation prob-
ability of Tr123 but lowers the conductance and broadens the
signatures of Tr124. By comparing these experimental obser-
vations with DFT calculations, we are able to infer which mole-
cular orbital features contribute to successful chain formation.
We find that the structure of the frontier molecular orbitals
(MOs) and the availability of the lone pairs on non-adjacent
nitrogens for binding are the decisive factors in the probability
of in situ chain assembly. Our work here may help uncover and
establish the chemical requirements for incorporating tran-
sition metal atoms into quasi-1D molecular wires in the
junctions.

We perform single-molecule conductance measurements
using a home-built scanning tunneling microscope break-junc-
tion (STM-BJ) instrument following established protocols, as
previously described (see ESI† for more details).38,39 In a
typical experiment, we repeatedly smash in and pull apart two
gold electrodes with sub-angstrom precision to form source–
drain nanogaps under a constant bias. These gaps can be
bridged by molecules that self-assemble between the gold elec-
trodes through electron donor sites on the molecule.
Conductance (current/voltage) is measured as a function of the
relative displacement of electrodes during junction elongation
at a bias of 100 mV or 500 mV. Thousands of such measure-
ments are recorded and compiled into conductance histo-
grams which are fit to Gaussian curves to extract the most
probable conductance values. We measure the two triazole
isomers from Fig. 1c and their methylated derivatives dis-
cussed further below in organic solvents, N,N-dimethyl-
formamide (DMF) and 1,2,4-tricholorobenzene (TCB), or dip-
coated onto the substrates out of aqueous solutions as
described in the ESI† and in our previous work.22,40,41

Measurements in aqueous liquid conditions using the wax-
coated tip are also performed and shown in the ESI† for com-
parison to the dip-coated measurements. Both dried and
aqueous conditions yield the same molecular conductance
values, but the signal-to-noise is higher in dried dip-coated
samples (Fig. S1†).22 Therefore, all measurements shown in
the manuscript are performed in dry conditions except those
in organic solvents.

We first measure the conductance of Tr124 and Tr123 in
DMF solutions, where the neutral motifs of triazoles are predo-
minant, using wax-coated tips to suppress the ionic back-
ground current.42 The histograms for both molecules, shown

Fig. 1 (a) Chemical structure of imidazole (Im) investigated in previous
work.22 (b) Schematic illustration of a single Im− molecule bound
between gold electrodes and the in situ metal–molecule chain for-
mation with Im− upon junction elongation. (c) Chemical structures and
tautomeric isomerization of 1,2,4-triazole (Tr124) and 1,2,3-triazole
(Tr123) in aqueous solutions. The pKa values of Tr124 and Tr123 are
∼10.3 and ∼9.4, respectively.37 We show in this work that coordination
chains can also be constructed with neutral Tr123 and Tr124. Color
code: N, blue; C, gray; H, white; Au, yellow.
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in Fig. 2a (top panel), are compiled from 4000 consecutive
measured traces without any data selection. We observe
similar conductance features for both isomers within two dis-
tinct regimes at ∼10−2 G0 (high-G) and ∼10−4 G0 (low-G).
Compared to our previous work on Im− replotted here in pink,
this suggests that the high-G peaks result from one or several
molecules bound in parallel, similar to Im− (Fig. 1b, left),
while the low-G features are due to chain formation where the
molecules are bound in series (Fig. 1b and c, right).22,41

Notably, the extension lengths that junctions can sustain for
both isomers in low-G are ∼4 Å, approximately double that of
high-G plateaus, as shown in 2D conductance-displacement
histograms (Fig. 2b and c). The presence of both the high- and
low-G features in triazole data, their similarity to Im− signa-
tures, and the relative extensions indicate that neutral triazoles
in DMF can bind to gold through opposite tertiary amines
present in both isomers (N2/N4 in 1H-Tr124 and N1/N3 in 2H-
Tr123 as shown in Fig. 1c), analogously to the geometry of Im−

junctions.22,25

The most probable high-G conductance values for Tr124
and Tr123 are 1.27 × 10−2 G0 and 1.31 × 10−2 G0, respectively,
which are ∼35% lower than the conductance of Im−. We note
that the amplitude of the conductance peaks with neutral tri-
azoles is also lower than with Im− measured in dried con-
dition, for both high-G and low-G signatures. This feature may
be due to the different environments in which the measure-
ments were performed which we explore below. Nevertheless,
these results collectively suggest that neutral triazole motifs,

whether Tr124 or Tr123, can form extended metal–molecule
chains in DMF and that anionic character is not required for
in situ coordination complex assembly.

To test if the deprotonation of triazoles can affect their
junction binding and transport characteristics, we perform
break-junction measurements of Tr123 and Tr124 by deposit-
ing molecules from aqueous pH 12 solutions on gold. In such
basic environments, where pH ≥ pKa (Fig. 1c), the equilibrium
of both triazole molecules shifts towards the anionic states.
The resulting conductance histograms compiled out of 5000
individual traces are plotted in the bottom panel of Fig. 2a. In
these conditions, the conductance characteristics of the two
triazole anions are distinct. In both cases, we still observe
high-G and low-G conductance signatures. Consulting 2D his-
tograms of both isomers in Fig. 2d–e we note that the low-G
plateaus persist on average twice as long as high-G features,
similar to their neutral analogs. However, with Tr123−, the
high-G value corresponding to the single molecule junction
(highest amplitude peak) is found to be 2.01 × 10−2 G0, which
is in good agreement with the conductance of Im−. This corre-
spondence reveals that once it becomes deprotonated, Tr123−

is likely to adopt a similar binding configuration as Im−

anchoring to gold through non-adjacent nitrogen atoms at N1
and N3 positions, while the N2 nitrogen in between has negli-
gible impact on conductance or binding. Chain formation
probability is also robust, as indicated by the high peak ampli-
tude. In contrast, for anionic Tr124−, a broad peak with con-
ductance of 5.39 × 10−3 G0 (measured at 100 mV) occurs in the

Fig. 2 (a) Top: overlaid 1D log-binned conductance histograms of Tr124 (green) and Tr123 (black) measured in DMF solutions using the wax-coated
tips to provide ionic isolation. Bottom: conductance histograms of Tr124− and Tr123− dip-coated on gold samples from pH 12 aqueous solutions.
Conductance histogram of Im− is plotted for comparison.22 All histograms are constructed from at least 4000 consecutive individual traces without
any data selection. (b and c) 2D conductance-displacement histograms compiled from thousands of traces of Tr123 and Tr124 in DMF solutions or
(d and e) of Tr123− and Tr 124− dip-coated from water at pH 12.
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high-G region, which is significantly lower than the single
molecule conductance of Tr123− and Im−. The conductance of
the chain is similarly lower than in Tr123− or in Im−. We also
note that Tr124− displays a lower chain formation yield as indi-
cated by the decreased amplitude of its low-G feature com-
pared to Tr123−.

We supplement the conductance measurement of Tr124 in
pH 12 shown above with measurements in pH 1.5, 3, and 9 in
Fig. 3a (see Fig. S2† for measurements of Tr123 at varying pH
conditions). These pH conditions are selected to probe the dis-
tinct charged states of Tr124, which is characterized by two
pKa values;37 at pH < 2.2, the molecule is a triazolium cation
Tr124+; at pH > 10.3, it becomes deprotonated to triazolide
anion Tr124−. We observe distinct signatures in each pH
regime. At pH 1.5, there is a single broad peak at ∼10−3 G0.
This feature has been previously attributed to through-space
transport associated with the π–π stacks of two molecules
bound on opposite electrodes.22,43 These measurements are
consistent with Tr124+, which only has one unprotonated
binding site. At pH 3, through-space transport is still present.
However, the high-G and low-G bridging features start appear-
ing at ∼10−2 and 10−4 G0 due to an equilibrium between triazo-

lium cation and neutral triazole in this condition. At pH 9, π–π
stacking features are gone, and the conductance resembles sig-
natures of the neutral Tr124 molecule that we measured in
DMF in Fig. 2a (replotted in Fig. 3b). We list the average
single-molecule conductance (high-G) data in Table 1 and note
that the high-G conductance values of Tr124 in DMF and at
pH = 9 are within experimental error (see ESI† for more
details). Notably, the conductance and amplitude of the broad
high-G feature appearing at pH 12 (with applied bias of
500 mV) are distinct and lower than at pH 9. Based on these
results, we conclude that the junction formation probability
for the anionic Tr124− is lower than for neutral analog de-
posited from the aqueous environments. Control measure-
ments of triazole isomers at each pH condition at different
biases show no significant bias dependence for both high-G
and low-G signatures (Fig. S3 and S4†).

To rule out the possibility of junction bridging of Tr124
through two adjacent nitrogen atoms, we measure the conduc-
tance of two Tr124 derivatives: 4-methyl-4H-1,2,4-triazole (4Me-
Tr124) and 1-methyl-1,2,4-triazole (1Me-Tr124) in TCB (Fig. 3b,
see 2D conductance histogram in Fig. S5†). In these molecules,
non-exchangeable methyl groups substitute the hydrogen
atom44 to block one of the nitrogen sites from binding with
gold. We observe only a broad π–π stacking conductance signa-
ture at ∼10−3 G0 for 4Me-Tr124 in which only adjacent nitrogen
binding sites are present, confirming that bridging the junc-
tion through adjacent nitrogen sites is unlikely. For 1Me-
Tr124, the peak at ∼10−2 G0 is broadly consistent with neutral
Tr124 measured in DMF and pH 9 aqueous solutions, with a
slight shift to the lower value due to the methyl substituent.45

These results further confirm that neutral Tr124 is responsible
for the high-G single-molecule feature, as summarized in
Table 1. Notably, the low-G conductance peak is also present
with 1Me-Tr124 in this non-aqueous organic solvent, confirm-
ing that chain formation with neutral Tr124 analogs can
occur. To summarize, our data suggest that we capture distinct
charge states of Tr124 at different pH environments, and,
more importantly, that the binding to gold electrodes through
two tertiary amine nitrogens in neutral Tr124 can lead to more
robust and higher conducting single-molecule junctions and
low-G chains in comparison to its anionic analog (see the ESI†
for the discussion regarding Tr123).

Fig. 3 (a) Conductance measurements of Tr124 through molecular
deposition out of aqueous solutions with varying pH values under bias
of 500 mV. Dissolving molecules in neutral H2O results in solution with
pH ∼ 9. Each histogram is constructed from 5000 individual traces. (b)
Conductance histograms of control molecules including 1-methyl-
1,2,4-triazole (1Me-Tr124) and 4-methyl-4H-1,2,4-triazole (4Me-Tr124)
measured in TCB solutions. Histogram for Tr124 measured in DMF from
Fig. 2a is reproduced here for convenience.

Table 1 The most probable conductance values of high-G peaks
(∼10−2 G0) of triazole derivatives with different solvents and pH
conditions

Solvent pH Conductance (experimental, G0)

Im H2O 12 1.96 × 10−2

Tr124 H2O 12 7.03 × 10−3

H2O 9 1.29 × 10−2

DMF N/A 1.27 × 10−2

1Me-Tr124 TCB N/A 1.05 × 10−2

Tr123 H2O 12 2.01 × 10−2

H2O 8 1.94 × 10−2

DMF N/A 1.31 × 10−2
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We turn to first-principles density functional theory (DFT) calcu-
lations to provide insights into the origin of different conductance
trends and coordination chain formation with neutral and anionic
Tr124 and Tr123 discussed above. FHI-aims package equipped
with the AITRANSS module46–48 and Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof
(PBE) density functional49 is applied to calculate junction geome-
tries, gas-phase molecular orbitals (MOs), and electron transport
through the molecular junctions using previously established pro-
tocols50 with details provided in the ESI.† The relaxed junction
structures and transmission spectra for neutral and anionic
systems are shown in Fig. 4a and b, respectively. In all cases, the
most stable junction structures are formed with molecules bound
through non-adjacent nitrogen atoms in agreement with experi-
mental measurements. The binding energy of neutral N–Au bonds
is characteristic of pyridine–gold type interactions at 0.4–0.5 eV,
but the binding of the anionic species is ∼1.5–2 eV (see ESI† for
more details of binding energy calculations).25,56 These results are
consistent with our prior findings for the Im− junction system.

The predicted transmission spectra of neutral Tr123 and
Tr124 are shown in Fig. 4a. We observe that the LUMO reso-
nances are closer to EF for these neutral motifs, suggesting
that LUMO dominates transport at low bias for both mole-
cules. The transmission at Fermi, indicated by a dashed line,
is nearly identical for both molecules, consistent with the
measured conductance of Tr123 and Tr124 in DMF solutions
shown in Fig. 2a.

In contrast, we find that the transport of anionic Tr124 and
Tr123 junctions are HOMO-dominated because the trans-
mission peaks at ∼−1.7 eV are closer to and have more overlap
with EF than the LUMO peaks at ∼3.5 eV (Fig. 4b). Calculated
transmission values of Tr123− and Tr124− are 5.47 × 10−2 G0

and 4.45 × 10−2 G0, respectively. The difference is in qualitative
agreement with our experimental observations that Tr123− has
higher conductance than Tr124− (Fig. 2a). We note the general
overestimation of DFT-based transport calculation compared
to the measured conductance for single-molecule junctions is

Fig. 4 (a, b) Relaxed junction geometries with neutral and anionic Tr124 and Tr123 bound between two Au18 pyramids with the apex Au–Au dis-
tance corresponding to potential energy minimum (top) and the calculated transmission spectra (bottom). Frontier MOs of Tr124 and Tr123 in
neutral (c, d) and anionic (e, f ) forms and calculated using FHI-aims package with a “tight” basis set and the PBE functional (see Fig. S6 and S7† for
the complete pictures of MO plotting).
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consistent with the disparity reported in previous studies.51–55

We conclude that the differences in the energy alignment and
reduced coupling of HOMO with EF in the anionic triazoles are
partially responsible for the lower conductance of the Tr124−

compared to Tr123−.
Frontier MOs of neutral and anionic Tr124 and Tr123

isomers relevant for junction binding and transport are
depicted in Fig. 4c, d and e, f, respectively. We observe σ char-
acter on both non-adjacent nitrogen atoms in HOMO or
HOMO−1 (for 2H-Tr123) in all four species. The complete set
of gas-phase MOs of all the triazole isomers are shown in
Fig. S6 and S7.† This result is consistent with prior studies
showing that pyridine nitrogen binds to gold through the elec-
tron lone pairs in the σ framework, which is part of the filled
states even if the main transmission channel is dominated by
the molecular LUMO.25,56 Specifically, in the neutral analogs,
the high electron density at the non-adjacent nitrogens is con-
centrated in the σ-dominated and closely spaced HOMO and
HOMO−1, indicating the availability of electron lone-pairs on
those sites to bind to gold. The role of HOMO σ orbitals in
junction binding is also evident in the eigenchannel analysis
of neutral Tr123 and Tr124 shown in Fig. S8 and S9,† respect-
ively. We observe high electron density at the N–Au bonds in
the filled part of the spectrum and note that it is aligned with
the junction elongation direction. The π-LUMO orbitals which
dominate transport are similar in their distribution across the
two neutral molecules. Overall, this analysis is consistent with
experimentally determined similarity in junction yield and
conductance values of neutral triazoles.

Turning to the anionic species, we note that the high elec-
tron density at the lone pair sites is also present in Tr123− on
the closely spaced σ HOMO and HOMO−2. Similar to neutral
triazoles, the resulting N–Au bond exhibits high electron
density and aligns with the pulling direction, as illustrated in
Fig. S10.† In contrast, in Tr124− gas-phase HOMO−2 is further
below the HOMO, indicating a reduced ability of this MO to
transfer charge to the gold during binding. The remaining
HOMO orbital has a node, or no charge density, on the N4, as
shown in Fig. 4e, and is instead concentrated on the adjacent
N1 and N2 nitrogen atoms. This change is reflected in the
junction eigenchannel analysis for Tr124− in Fig. S11,† where
less electron density is observed in the N–Au bond on Tr124−,
particularly in the HOMO resonance. The concentration of
charge on the adjacent nitrogen atoms increases the likelihood
of Tr124− binding to one electrode with both N1 and N2, as
shown in Fig. S12.† 32 This geometry has a reduced binding
energy between N4 and gold and may explain the shorter pla-
teaus and the lower likelihood of chain assembly observed
with Tr124−. In Fig. S13,† we show that the transmission
through such junctions where all three nitrogen atoms are
bound to electrodes (which is only likely with Tr124−) is quite
distinct from the two-nitrogen bridging geometry and will
broaden the conductance distribution observed with this
molecule. Overall, the low density of the σ-MOs on the N4 and
the large number of available geometries associated with
Tr124− likely account for the broadness and low amplitude of

its high-G conductance peak compared to its neutral ana-
logues and to Tr123−.

DFT transport calculations of the extended chains formed
with anionic Tr123 and Tr124 are also shown in Fig. 5 (the
spectra of the corresponding neutral analogs are displayed in
Fig. S14†). We note that in terms of the chain configurations
as well, Tr124− has numerous binding orientations with
respect to the direction of the adjacent nitrogen atoms
(dashed arrows in Fig. 5, top), while Tr123− only has one sym-
metric geometry. Transport calculations in Fig. 5 (bottom)
show that transmission through the distinct junctions of
Tr124− chains varies at the Fermi energy, which is in qualitat-
ively agreement with the broadened conductance distribution
we observe in experiments. Chain configurations where both
N1 and N2 bind to one electrode as in Fig. S13† or to both
electrodes (not shown) are also possible and may further
broaden the conductance distribution measured with the
Tr124− chains. The predicted conductance of the Tr123− chain
is 1.96 × 10−4 G0, which is higher than the predicted average of
the Tr124− chains at 7.95 × 10−5 G0, consistent with our experi-
mental results. Overall, we conclude that the asymmetry of
Tr124− and the associated asymmetric MOs with reduced
density on the N4 result in numerous binding orientations of
this molecule in the junction, which interferes in the for-
mation of a well-defined single molecule coordination wire
and contributes to a broad conductance distribution observed
in experiment.

In conclusion, we evaluate the effect of the molecular
charge states of triazole isomers on the transport properties of
single molecule–metal junctions and on the chain structure
formation. We demonstrate identical conductance signatures
of Tr123 and Tr124 in their neutral motifs and the evidence of
quasi-1D chain formation in both molecules even in the
absence of overall linker charge. In contrast, upon deprotona-
tion, anionic Tr124− displays significant conductance suppres-
sion and a broadened conductance signature in comparison to
Tr123−. DFT calculations corroborate our experimental obser-
vations and suggest that deficient electron density on non-
adjacent pyridine-like nitrogen atoms of Tr124− in gas-phase
MOs results in a less favorable bridging of the junction electro-
des, hampering the quasi-1D chain formation. Instead, Tr124−

is more likely to bind to a single electrode with two adjacent
tertiary amine nitrogens, resulting in various geometries all
with distinct conductance values which broaden and wash out
the molecular signature. Numerous configurations of Tr124−

are also possible in the chain configuration, where the conduc-
tance is similarly broadened. Overall, our work reveals that
anionic character is not required for in situ assembly of coordi-
nation chains but that controlling the electron density distri-
bution within the molecule is key to engineering effective
linkers for chain formation. Our work also emphasizes the par-
ticular importance of the σ network for coordination complex
assembly in the junction. It suggests that good alignment
between the binding MOs and the direction of junction
elongation is a prerequisite for incorporating gold atoms from
the electrode into the junction. Taken together, this work pro-
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vides insight into chemical strategies for modulating single-
molecule conductance and coordination chain assembly via
electronic structure tuning.

Data availability
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are not able to locate it in a public database due to data size
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